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Roller blinds
A roller blind for your balcony glazing gives you excellent 
protection against sunlight and heat, makes it harder for 
people to see in and makes your balcony a snug environment. 
All of our glazing systems are prepared for roller blinds, and 
come with integrated brackets for the roller cover.

You can choose between several different fabric 
qualities and colours.  The fabrics we supply are made 
of 100% PVC-free acrylic-treated polyester.  
The roller blinds are easy to use, and always come with  
a childproof beaded pull chain. 

Caring for your roller blinds
To keep the roller blinds fresh, we recommend carefully 
dusting or vacuuming them. 
Stains can be gently wiped off with a damp cloth. 
Do not use detergents. The roller blinds must be dry 
when you roll them up.
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B8 - Beige B9 - Sand

B40 - Greige

B26 - Anthracite

B24 - Light grey

B28 - Black

Classic Daylight
Price group 1 
Classic Daylight is a closely woven roller-blind fabric with 
a smooth surface, and is available in six shades. The fabric 
provides a high degree of protection against glare. The darker 
the fabric you choose, the less light allowed into the balcony.

To get a precise idea of the colour and structure,  
see or order samples.

Sewn-in bottom bar
Classic Daylight comes with a concealed bottom bar 
in a sewn hem as standard. Optionally, you can order a 
rectangular or round decorative bar made of aluminium.
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Colour number Transmission % (Ts) Reflection % (Rs) Absorption % (As)

                B8 Beige 13 75 12

                B9 Sand 8 62 30

                B40 Greige 6 47 47

                B24 Light grey 4 40 56

B26 Anthracite 0 15 85

                B28 Black 0 2 98

Light and heat
The following table shows the fabrics’ functions:
Ts - How much sunlight the fabric lets through.
Rs - How much sunlight the fabric reflects.
As - How much sunlight the fabric absorbs.
Ts + Rs + As = 100%

Classic Daylight with standard concealed bar in a sewn hem.
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ES930 - White ES932 - Light grey

ES933 - Silver grey

ES935 - Black

ES934 - Anthracite

Flow Screen
Price group 2
Flow Screen roller-blind fabric has a screening effect, 
provides increased translucency and has a textile 
surface. The fabric is available in five shades. 

To get a precise idea of the colour and structure,  
see or order samples.

Aluminium decorative bar
Flow Screen comes with a rectangular decorative bar 
made of aluminium as standard. Optionally, you can 
order a round decorative bar made of aluminium,  
or a concealed bottom bar in a sewn hem.
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Light and heat
The following table shows the fabrics’ functions:
Ts - How much sunlight the fabric lets through.
Rs - How much sunlight the fabric reflects.
As - How much sunlight the fabric absorbs.
Ts + Rs + As = 100%

Colour number Transmission % (Ts) Reflection % (Rs) Absorption % (As)

                ES930 White 41 59 0

                ES932 Light grey 34 34 32

                ES933 Silver grey 27 21 52

                ES934 Antracit 21 15 64

ES935 Black 15 4 81

Flow Screen with standard, rectangular decorative bar made of aluminium.
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C201 - White C203 - Light grey

C204 - Silver grey

C208 - Black

C205 - Anthracite

Granite daylight
Price group 2 
Granite Daylight is a closely woven roller-blind fabric with 
a textile surface, and is available in five shades. The fabric 
provides a high degree of protection against glare. The darker 
the fabric you choose, the less light allowed into the balcony.

To get a precise idea of the colour and structure,  
see or order samples.

Aluminium decorative bar
Granite daylight comes with a rectangular decorative 
bar made of aluminium as standard. Optionally, you can 
order a round decorative bar made of aluminium,  
or a concealed bottom bar in a sewn hem.
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Light and heat
The following table shows the fabrics’ functions:
Ts - How much sunlight the fabric lets through.
Rs - How much sunlight the fabric reflects.
As - How much sunlight the fabric absorbs.
Ts + Rs + As = 100%

Colour number Transmission % (Ts) Reflection % (Rs) Absorption % (As)

                C201 White 14 79 7

                C203 Light grey 4 44 52

                C204 Silver grey 2 39 59

                C205 Anthracite 0 21 79

                C208 Black 0 5 95

Granite Daylight with a standard rectangular decorative bar made of aluminium.
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ES900 - White ES901 - Light grey

ES902 - Silver grey

ES904 - Black

ES903 - Anthracite

Troposcreen
Price group 3
Troposcreen roller-blind fabric has a screening effect, 
provides increased translucency and has a textile 
surface. The fabric comes in five shades, has an 
aluminised backing that reflects some of the sun's light 
and heat, and creates a pleasant indoor climate.

To get a precise idea of the colour and structure,  
see or order samples.

Aluminium decorative bar
Troposcreen comes with a rectangular decorative bar 
made of aluminium as standard. Optionally, you can 
order a round decorative bar made of aluminium, or a 
concealed bottom bar in a sewn hem.
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Light and heat
The following table shows the fabrics’ functions:
Ts - How much sunlight the fabric lets through.
Rs - How much sunlight the fabric reflects.
As - How much sunlight the fabric absorbs.
Ts + Rs + As = 100%

Colour number Transmission % (Ts) Reflection % (Rs) Absorption % (As)

                ES900 White 5 60 35

                ES901 Light grey 7 54 39

                ES902 Silver grey 8 49 43

                ES903 Anthracite 5 51 44

                ES904 Black 1 50 49

Troposcreen with a standard, rectangular decorative bar made of aluminium.
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Balco Balcony System Ltd
The Waggon House, Prockters Farm
West Monkton, Taunton TA2 8QN, 
United Kingdom   +44 2036 871020  www.balcouk.com


